
CREED 2 

I don't know if you wrote the script of CREED 2 but I wanted to 

share a scenario idea for creed 2 :

Adonis Creed, after his fight against ricky conlan, I see him lose all 

his human values, he falls into the obsession of wealth (big house, 

car, women), that he even forgets his coach Rocky, his wife and his 

mother .

Rocky returns from where he comes in the street, poverty, with his 

illness. He is seen dying. On the other side Adonis, he is bought by a

very rich boxing director who decides to direct Adonis in his 

struggles and wants to make him even richer.

But this man rigs all his fights without adonis knowing it, paying the 

adversaries of Adonis, so that they lose. I like the opposition of the 

two characters, rocky and adonis, rocky him who is dying, and very 

alone , Without a house, while adonis creed is obsessed with wealth,

he forgets his father. Now he fights that for wealth, he fights rigged 

fights, wins all the time. Director decides that Adonis fights a young 

boxer who comes out of nowhere.The director pays the young boxer

to lose the fight.He accepts. During the fight the young boxer, does 

not respect his commitment, and wins the fight, adonis is brought to

the hospital. This young fighter is in fact the son of Ivan dragon, 

which trained all his life. Rocky decides to go see adonis to help him

because he has known this and adonis is aware of what he has done

and the strength of his opponent. So, Rocky and adonis find their 



complicity. We see Rocky and Adonis train for a rematch against 

Ivan and his son.

I did not think too much for the end but here is just a scenario that 

came to me like that. I love your work Sly , Dolph and Michael !


